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Speaking as an expert 
 
Abstract 
This paper takes the experience of appearing as an ‘expert’ on a talkback radio show 
as an opportunity to examine the conditions for speaking in the public sphere in 
contemporary Australia. It first explores the ways in which expertise is devalued; and 
then suggests that the most useful response to such tendencies is not simply to 
bemoan the ‘populism’ of the media, but to engage in attempts to communicate: both 
with colleagues, and with media workers. 
 
1. 
On the second of March 1999, the Federal Government announced plans to change its 
classification system for Australian television.  From now on, movies that contained 
any violence or sexual content would have to be shown after 9.30pm.  
I was contacted that day by our University's PR office.  They had earlier gathered a 
database of academics willing to appear on the media if asked.  Perth's Radio 6PR had 
contacted them asking for someone willing to discuss the government's moves.  I was 
duly appointed.  
Radio 6PR is a talk-back radio station, whose presenters - in the John Laws and Alan 
Jones style - are famous for being commonsensical, right wing, and dismissive of 
opinions which don't meet their idea of 'what ordinary people think'.  The most 
famous of 6PR's presenters is Howard Sattler, whose work has been extensively 
analysed by Steve Mickler (1992, 1998).  I asked the producer of the radio program 
who wanted to interview me if the presenter to whom I would be speaking - Harvey 
Degan - was 'bombastic and arrogant'.  'Oh no', she said quickly, 'He's not like 
Howard Sattler at all'. I agreed to the interview. 
I appeared after an interview with the chairman of the Federation of Australian 
Commercial Television Stations, discussing the government’s accusations that 
violence on television caused audiences – particularly the young – to themselves 
become violent.  When asked the opening - open-ended - question by Harvey - 'So 
what do you think about this?', my first response was, 'It's boring.  And it's very silly'. 
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I suggested that for forty years television has been subjected to the same statements - 
causing violence, causing depravity - and proposed that more interesting questions 
could be asked: For example, What's wrong with sex and violence on television? Is 
there enough sex and violence on television? I cited David Gauntlett's book Moving 
Experiences (1995) and pointed out that his survey of over six hundred pieces of 
'effects' research on the media found that these studies had 'proved' nothing, in the 
accepted social science sense.  Many contradicted each other, most were ambivalent 
or inconclusive.  I suggested the fact that this was still the case after forty years of 
intense – indeed, obsessive – research suggested that they were asking the wrong 
questions. 
The response from Harvey was silence. 
When the interview finished, he took some talkback on the topic.  The callers were 
'incensed'.  'Who was that man who was just on?', asked one.  'Where does he come 
from?' 'Well, not this planet', Harvey suggested.  I had been effectively excluded from 
'the community' in this censorship debate. I was not even part of the human race, 
apparently.   
Why did this happen? 
And what could be done differently? 
 
2. 
If I wanted my ideas to be taken seriously in this debate, then I was already hindered 
by the fact that I was an academic.  The review of David Gauntlett's book in the UK's 
Sun newspaper was vitriolic: 'Which world does he live in?  Not the real one, that's for 
sure … TV's relentless diet of guns, fights, promiscuity and bad language coarsens us 
all' (http://www.leeds.ac.uk/ics/dg-press.htm) (it is worth noting in passing that the 
above description does not badly describe the project of the Sun, although obviously it 
exempts itself from such criticism). 'But', the Sun goes on, 'you can't expect an 
“ologist” to understand that simple truth' (Gauntlett is a soci/ologist). 
Not human.  Off the planet.  From a different world.  Excluded from the community 
on the grounds of not belonging to the human race. 
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3. 
The “ologist”.  There is a whole vocabulary in current Australian public debate to 
describe participants who have an expertise in an area. The 'so-called expert', 'do-
gooder', 'social engineer', 'pc'.  Such descriptions are perhaps most strongly associated 
with the public statements of Pauline Hanson, but John Howard has proved himself 
happy to mobilise them: critics of his preamble to the Constitution were dismissed in 
the Australian of 25 March as 'self-appointed critics, elites, commentators and special 
interest groups'.  There is a powerful discourse that only those who are ordinary - and 
whose ordinariness is guaranteed precisely by their lack of expertise in an area - may 
speak on matters of public import. 
 
4. 
Up to this point, my argument flows smoothly.  Too smoothly.  It is overfamiliar. For 
as I cast myself as the victim in this narrative, I have to admit that the picture so far is 
not entirely accurate. The public sphere in Australia is not a homogeneous space. 
Certainly, in talkback radio, some state newspapers and commercial current affairs 
programs, the discourse of the ordinary is paramount. But in other sites, this is not the 
case.  And even with talkback radio, the situation is more complex than I have 
suggested above - for the very fact that I was invited on to 6PR in the first place 
suggests that their bias to the ordinary is not as transparent as I have made it appear. 
Had I agreed with Harvey's opinions, would my status as an academic have been 
acceptable to him? 
Still, it is worth insisting that there are certain popular elements of the public sphere 
which are insistently thoughtless.  This is not meant to be derogatory, but descriptive. 
To think about a subject - ask questions, refuse simple answers - is rendered not-
ordinary.  It is refused and mocked. 
But we must also insist that there are other sites of public debate which respect the 
status of "the expert" – for example, the Australian, the 7.30 Report, ABC radio (on 
which I routinely appear). 
 
5. 
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Something else worries me. The sites of refusing the "expert" are largely commercial.  
State-run media tend to retain the expert.  And I wonder how this fact fits into theories 
of democracy. For I certainly do not want simply to celebrate experts.  Experts can be 
dangerous things, and the social management proposed by many regimes of expertise 
has been extremely destructive (I immediately think of the American Psychiatric 
Association's classification of homosexuality of a disease until the 1970s). The status 
and function of John Frow's 'knowledge class' (1995) might be changing in a culture 
where commercial media equate knowledge with commonsense.  And it worries me 
that I might simply be involving myself in a demarcation dispute: demanding that 
only those with correct training should be allowed to speak in the public sphere. 
I don’t want to do this. I am not quite ready to argue for the necessary end of 
democracy. And in a debate such as this, I'm worried in case I become Plato, who 
disliked democracy for precisely these reasons: 
The central idea involved in Plato's criticism is that there is a truth in matters of 
value … some opinions are right and some of them are wrong … he tended to 
assume that the majority did not have such knowledge (Harrison, 1993: 27) 
Naturally, I believe that I know better than those with whom I am disagreeing. This 
seems to me to be a natural starting point for debate. But I do not think it need be its 
end point. The question I face is: does this lead me to argue for a meritocracy - in this 
case, government by the knowledge class that rejects the opinions of the untutored? 
As I say, I'm not quite ready to call for the overthrow of democracy. 
 
6. 
If democracy is simply ‘rule by the people’, then I am actually quite fond of the idea. 
This puts me out of sympathy with many intellectuals who study culture. From 
familiar elitist positions: ‘the problem presented by the gulf between what is preferred 
by the majority and what is accepted as excellent by the most qualified opinion has 
become infinitely more serious’, according IA Richards in 1929, and ‘standards’ must 
be defended from the democratic impulse (quoted in Hartley, 1999: 66). Democracy, 
in fact: ‘destroys all values, since value-judgements require discrimination’ – and 
discrimination, as MacDonald notes in 1952, is not democratic (MacDonald, 
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1962[1952]: 12). Such traditions still exist in some thinking about culture: that the 
opinions of the masses are simply too vulgar to be interesting. 
And in traditions of cultural analysis emerging from social movements of the left, 
surprisingly, similar fears remain. John Hartley notes that a long tradition of leftist 
theorising about culture thinks of ‘democracy as defeat’: for the masses cannot be 
trusted to make the right decisions about what is good for them. For elitist writers, the 
masses consistently refuse to choose what is truly great; for leftist writers, they 
consistently fail to choose what is truly revolutionary. Leftist intellectuals have, 
Hartley argues: ‘a habit of reducing “popularity” to “populism”’ (Hartley, 1999: 119). 
‘Populism’ is a term of abuse denoting: ‘an uncritical populist drift in the study of 
popular culture …’ (McGuigan, 1992: 5). We must, elitist and leftist critics alike, 
refuse the democratic possibility that the opinions of ‘the masses’ can carry an 
importance equal to those of intellectuals. We must remain ‘critical’. 
Much of this tradition of thinking relies on a binary – how are ‘we’ – the educated 
intellectuals – to relate to ‘the masses’? Jim McGuigan is apparently not being ironic 
when notes that: ‘for me … the term “ordinary people” … is an open category 
constructed in opposition to “intellectuals”, who serve as agents of “exceptional” 
culture …’ (McGuigan, 1992: 4). Must I dismiss the right of other agents to speak in 
the Australian media if I wish to retain my status as an ‘expert’? Should I be working 
to ensure that my critical stance on those opinions is the only voice which is heard? If 
I accept, or even champion, their right to speak, am I letting standards drop, and 
becoming ‘populist’? 
After overcoming my initial response to Degan and his dismissal of me, I think that 
perhaps my whole approach was wrong. And that perhaps there are better ways of 
attempting to enter into public debate: strategies which rely on communication and 




Even taking a couple of quotations from traditions of condemning democracy (and, by 
implication, the opinions of ‘ordinary’ – that is, non-expert people), it can be seen that 
both elitist and leftist versions of anti-democratic sentiment rely on a binary division 
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of the population: on the one hand, the ordinary people/masses – on the other the 
learned individual, intellectual or expert. 
But what if such distinctions do not hold? What if one – contrary to the opinions of 
McGuigan and Harvey Degan – can be an expert and an ordinary person at the same 
time? For it is not necessary - in order to be ‘critical’ about some elements of, and 
arguments in, popular culture – to set oneself into a hermetically sealed ‘other’ of 
being the ‘intellectual’. One might rather speak as a member of the ‘ordinary’ class, 
someone who is a consumer and participant in popular culture – but who disagrees 
with certain elements of it. I am certainly an ‘intellectual’ in the sense that I am 
member of the knowledge class – I am paid to study the media and how it works. But 
that does not make me any less ‘ordinary’, or any less a consumer of popular culture. I 
can be critical, without setting myself up as different in kind from those people to 
whom I speak on Degan’s show, and who called it afterwards in order to criticise me. 
Thomas McLaughlin is an American theorist who takes up the term ‘vernacular 
theory’ from the work of Houston Baker in order to describe the kind of: 'theoretical 
practice [that] is widespread in the culture’, as people make sense of the culture in 
which they live. He claims that the theoretical work practised in everyday situations 
by people outside of the academy: 
does not differ in kind from academic theory, and that academic theory should 
therefore be thought of … as a rigorous and scholarly version of a widely 
practiced analytical strategy (McLaughlin, 1996: 5, 6) 
He goes on to argue that:  
theory is not the elite activity that both its enemies and defenders claim it to be. 
It is an integral and crucial element in everyday culture … I have always been 
sceptical of the academy's easy conflation of genteel cultural style and 
intellectual skills … (McLaughlin, 1996: 29) 
As an ordinary Australian, with some knowledge of an area, I cannot fall back on an 
identity as an ‘expert’ which grants me the right – indeed, the right to demand – to be 
listened to by other ordinary Australians. Rather, given the privilege of time to be a 
consumer of popular culture, time to think about it, and an ambivalent cultural capital 
based on these facts, it is my responsibility to try to find ways to communicate my 
beliefs to the other ordinary Australians who are listening to Degan’s program. And I 
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must do this, not because I know that I am right and they are wrong; but because I 
believe that I am right. I cannot get angry at the listeners because they do not 
understand my points: I must be angry at myself that I am not communicating those 
ideas as I should: 
[social] analysis cannot simply be a question of the detached sociological 
observer, with superior knowledge, passing judgements on “actors” involved in 
events … These people, the “subjects” being investigated, have to be treated as 
knowledgeable and skilled interpreters of the events and discussions in which 
they are involved (Thompson, 1998: viii). 
Which leads me to consider communication and persuasion as more useful ways 
forward in negotiating the status of the 'expert' in public debate.  If I genuinely believe 
that I have something to contribute to these debates, I must take advantage of those 




Firstly, it seems to me that it is worth speaking to colleagues - at conferences, in 
journals, in newsletters and in informal communication. In the particular instance of 
censorship debates, there are many tendencies in recent academic work which support 
the government's stance on censorship. It is worth engaging with – not simply 
decrying – child psychologists, for example, who are often called in to reinforce 
theories of media effects in the popular media. It is also useful to attempt to talk to 
those within the humanities who see democracy as a defeat. The phrase is John 
Hartley's (1999), and refers to a still-common conviction in much cultural analysis 
that democracy is a bad thing. Within much study of the media, writers are so busy 
condeming the tastes of  'the masses' to consider the idea that audiences might be 
given more control over their choice of viewing. Obviously, those expert 
interventions into censorship debates which argue that some cultural objects should be 
exempted, only on the basis of their aesthetic value - 'art' - contribute to this tendency 
(they imply, by contrast, that mass culture need not be exempted).  More worrying is 
the trend in left-oriented cultural studies to condemn 'populism' - ie, the idea that 
audiences are not competent to choose what they want to see - they might choose the 
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wrong thing (many writers attempt to obfuscate this tendency by arguing that they 
want a range of representations - but most ignore the fact that in the situations where 
they are writing, both state-run and commercial media exist - and audiences 
consistently prefer the commercial.  It is this wrong choice which seems truly to 
offend the anti-populists). Anti-populism fits quite well with censorship discourses. 
 
9. 
As well as communication within the academy, communication in public forums is 
important. And looking back, I can see my mistake in speaking to 6PR.  I made no 
attempt to enter dialogue with Degan.  If I'm completely honest, I went in 
bombastically and quite delightedly so.  The result was a failure of communication. 
We have often granted the ground of "commonsense" to the right, simply rejecting 
commonsense as dangerous - thoughtless. But discourses of commonsense are not 
immutable.  They can be mobilised for a variety of arguments. 'Fair go' can be a 
powerful move for left discourses; as can the critique of the 'wowser', and the 
discourses of anti-authoritarianism which inform much popular discourse in Australia.  
I could have taken these opportunities to persuade.  Looking back with the benefit of 
hindsight, a better opening line might have been: ‘Do you want the answer you want 
to hear, or do you want to know about the real world?’ – a gambit that might (I don’t 
know) have pushed Degan (always fond of ‘the real world’) to acknowledge that 
things are not always as simple as talkback discourse can make them. Perhaps that 
would have worked: maybe not. I don’t know – I didn’t try it. 
We – the knowledge class, the experts, the intellectuals - are not excluded from all 
public debate.  If we choose to make ourselves so, then that is a choice for which we 
must take at least some of the responsibility. 
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